Abstract-The term "Dense networks" is usually used to identify networks having large number of nodes within a small area while affecting network performance. Starting from this concept, different networking solutions were proposed. However, it seems to us that this view is very abstract and needs to be further investigated. Knowing the network density level can be of great importance in determining the network parameters. In this paper, we firstly examine the effect of network size over its performance, then introduce a metric to determine if a network is considered as a "dense network" or not. Finally, we applied our metric on experimental results published in the CRAWDAD dataset site to verify our metric.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are a special type of adhoc networks where its simplest form consists of a set of sensors for data capturing, usually environmental data (i.e., temperature), and sending them to a base station through a heterogeneous network, which may contain base stations, different types of sensors, actuators, and processing elements [1] . The nodes (i.e., sensors) are characterized by being limited in resources (i.e., power, storage, processing, etc...), and small in size. They are powered by tiny batteries where the battery power is usually directly proportional to its size. Such power constraint has a great effect over the node activities. The major power consuming activities are mobility and communication. However, power consumption due to mobility is not a must; a WSN can be static or the nodes attached to a moving object, so that no power is consumed through mobility. On the contrary, power consumption due to communication is a must to perform the required task. A single hop communication can be more power consuming than a multiple hop communication [2] because more transmission power is required.
Apparently, a dense network can raise different problems to MAC layer such as overhearing, communication grouping, over-provisioning, and neighbor state [4] . Moreover, the negative effect propagates to the Network [5] , [6] and Application [3] , [7] layers where it can't be over-passed.
Section II gives an overview on dense networks, showing the factors affecting density, and how density is usually calculated. In section III, we discuss our proposed metric.
Section IV shows the simulation held by NS2 simulator. Section V shows the usage of the proposed metric to analyze a real experimentation results. Finally, we introduce the conclusion and future work.
II. DENSE NETWORKS: AN OVERVIEW
The term Dense Network is usually used in the ad-hoc networking context to represent high concentration of nodes within certain area. There are alternative terms (i.e., massively dense networks, and very large networks), other than "Dense networks", used in the context, but the term "Dense Networks" is the most used one. However, this term can be misleading because it gives the impression that the population around all nodes is high, although it may be true for only some of them [8] .
In a dense ad-hoc network, too many communication links are sometimes detrimental for energy consumption, network throughput, and quality of service. In spite of the imposed difficulties, some WSN techniques prefer the usage of a dense network to obtain better performance since it encourages the cooperation between sensors.
A. Factors affecting density
Different factors have influence over the network density; some of them are controllable while the others are not. However, it is difficult to consider some factors as being absolutely controllable or uncontrollable (i.e., Mobility). The main factors are mobility, obstacles, transmission range and deployment scheme.
B. Calculating network density
Toumpis [8] surveyed different wireless networks solutions based on analogies with physics. He noted that, most of these solutions are based on the assumption that the network has high node density. However, few attempts were done to find a measure for density. Bulusu [9] proposed an equation to calculate the network density and many other publications had used it [10] , [11] . He said that Network Density (µ) can be roughly calculated as These equations are derived from the idea that network density is the amount of certain quantity (i.e., number of nodes) within certain area, and this quantity is only dependent on the node transmission range. However, it seems to us that such assumption is very abstract, since there are other factors (i.e., mobility, obstacles, etc...), which are not considered in the equation and can affect the number of connected nodes. For example, a node can have 5 neighbors because they are located within its transmission range even if some of them are not really connected due to their short transmission range.
III. A METRIC FOR EVALUATING NETWORK DENSITY
Although different solutions are based on the assumption of having a dense network, there are still some questions that need further investigations; Does the number of nodes per unit area is the only required measure to identify a dense network?
According to the studied use cases, we can deduce that: (1) The number of nodes within the transmission range is not an enough measure for network density; (2) The minimum number of nodes to achieve a dense network depends on different factors in addition to the number of neighboring nodes and (3) it may be necessary to have different degrees of density not only dense and non-dense.
For these reasons, we propose the usage of Effective Density (ED) as an indication of the density level. The ED of a node is the ratio between the number of single hop connected nodes (N), and the node Throughput (th), where ED=N/th. In other words, we can consider ED as a measure to find out how much each additional node is going to participate in changing the Throughput When more nodes enter the transmission range of a node, the node connectivity increases causing th to increase, so that the enhancement of Throughput decreases the effect of increasing neighbors over the effective density. In other words, the increase of Throughput suppresses the effect of increasing N.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The objective of this simulation is, firstly, to study the effect of increasing the number of nodes over the receiver Throughput, secondly, to show the Effective Density and how it is changed with respect to nodes number, and throughput.
The configuration of the simulated scenario is as follows; the network terrain is 500m x 500m with the Tx and Rx nodes located at (0, 0) and (500, 500), respectively. Node transmission range is adjusted, so that the Tx and Rx are not directly connected, but they are connected through a group of single hop connected neighbors. The simulation is repeated 9 times where 10 randomly distributed nodes are added to the network each time. CBR connection of 0.3Mb is used to inject data traffic to the network, and throughput was calculated at the application Layer level. The simulation duration is 600sec. Fig. 1 shows the change of Effective Density with respect to the number of nodes. It is noticeable that the rate of change had increased after adding 40 nodes. This means that the network became crowded, so each additional node causes more collisions and Throughput degradation becomes obvious. However, there is still one more question, what is the value after which the network is considered dense. In fact, there is not a discrete value; each protocol and application should determine its own threshold values. For example, an application can consider the previous network as non-dense until it has 40 nodes, then semi-dense until 80 nodes, and finally highly dense for more than 80 nodes. On the other hand, another application can consider it as non-dense till 80 nodes and highly dense after that.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
CRAWDAD [12] provides rich datasets originating from different real experimentations in various networking domains; one of them was conducted by Liu [13] . He used a test bed to have a practical outdoor comparison between different ad-hoc protocols. The experimentation was held in an area of 225mx365m where 40 laptops were moving randomly. They were divided into groups, of 10 laptops each, where each group was randomly distributed into one of the 4 zones in the terrain. The moving pattern is as follows; each device randomly chooses a location in a different zone and moves straight toward it, then the process is repeated after reaching the destination. GPS location data and traffic data are located for each device
We used the dataset generated by Liu [13] to show the effect of changing the number of neighboring nodes over Throughput. As nodes move, the number of direct connected neighbors changes, and is calculated through the SIN values, so that inactive nodes are excluded from the calculations. Fig. 2 shows the values of Effective Density (ED), Throughput, and number of nodes (N) as they change with time. It is noticeable that Throughput has the same pattern as the change of number of nodes. This is because almost all network parameters are kept constant and it is the number of neighboring nodes that change due to mobility.
In Zone1, ED started at its maximum, because N was high and Throughput was very low. This means that the large number of nodes didn't enhance Throughput. However, ED decreased dramatically with decreasing N because Throughput didn't change too much. This indicates that at this period, the current distribution of high number of nodes didn't increase connectivity, but it affected Throughput negatively; this can be noticed in the trivial change of Throughput when compared to the large drop in number of nodes. Consequently, ED decreased quickly as N decreases.
In Zone2, the rate of change of nodes is almost the same as the rate of change of Throughput, so there were no great changes in the ED. This means that when ED is constant, any change in N is accompanied with the same proportional change in throughput. In other words, the new injected nodes are affecting the network positively and causing an increase in Throughput.
Zone3 has the same effect as Zone2, but in the opposite sense. ED is almost constant due to, approximately, the same decreasing rate of both N and Throughput
We deduce that ED can be used as a measure for the effect of injected or leaving nodes over performance in terms of Throughput.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The network density is an important parameter for network description. However, we believe that the current definition of network density only represents the number of neighboring nodes within the node transmission range, and doesn't represent its effect over the network. In other words, the network density calculation, which is presented in the literature, is not an enough metric to judge the network state as being dense or non-dense since it doesn't consider the network performance. Thus, we propose the usage of Effective Density as a new measure, which allows us to study the dynamic effect of the neighbor's number. Moreover, it allows us to divide the network into zones of different densities where each zone can behave according to the influence of its current population.
We conducted a simulation as a proof of the concept where we showed how the Effective Density is influenced by the changing number of node's neighbors and its Throughput. Then, we showed the metric applicability over a data set extracted from a real experimentation.
Our future work is to integrate our metric within a protocol that uses network density as its control parameter to show how our metric can enhance the protocol behavior
